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Abstract: Urban mobility is facing an increased long-term uncertainty and complexity generated by
accelerated technological development. These challenges require radical advancement in planning
processes and methods, which could enable breaking out of path dependencies and unlocking
alternative, sustainable futures. In order to provide a landscape overview of foresight-focused methods
used in the domain of urban mobility, we conduct a systematic literature review. An analytical
framework for review is based on planning knowledge taxonomy, including dialectic between
knowing how/what and knowing to what end and doing. Such framework formulation is aiming to
assess methodological capacity for widening system boundary and holism (object-focus) as well as
integration and imagination (process-focus). Results show that the overall trend of methodological
development is emphasizing development in object or process-focus domain, but rarely both.
In addition to this assessment, we conclude that methodological development should further
reflect the moral and democratic dimension concerning public deliberation. Such development
should aim to create spaces for shared discussion, reflection, and formation of alternative futures,
while allowing spaces for agonistic contestation and conflicting opinions through radical, experimental,
and experiential approaches.
Keywords: mobility futures; mobilities; urban planning; imagination; future studies; scenarios;
speculative design; utopia

1. Introduction
The high urgency of sustainability and related urban and transport planning actions need to be
contrasted with the fact that human mobility is a domain with increasingly higher uncertainty
and complexity [1–3]. In particular, rapid development of urban mobility technologies is an
important source of such uncertainty [4–6]. These technological opportunities challenge the expanding
decision-making domain including mobility cultures, practices, and meanings besides digital or
physical infrastructures [7,8]. In addition to increasing complexity of planning contexts, there is
additional process uncertainty from the planning activities themselves [9]. Such level of contextual
uncertainty and complexity relates to a wider range of unanticipated consequences and the need
for developing new steering mechanisms [10–12], while highlighting the irreducible question of
distributive justice [13,14].
It is widely recognized that dominant approaches in planning mobility systems have inevitable
limitations in dealing with deep uncertainty [15,16]. Planning in such context requires pushing
the boundaries of alternative futures [9], which would be used for identifying desirable futures,
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have inevitable limitations in dealing with deep uncertainty [15,16]. Planning in
such context requires pushing the boundaries of alternative futures [9], which
would be used for identifying desirable futures, and determining action pathways
for
achieving those futures. Thus, there is a need for breaking out of current path
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higher potential for aiding the generation of alternative futures [17,29]. In particular, there has been a
range of previous reviews on the topic of envisioning [30–38]. Contrastingly, there is still a need for
a systematic literature review that would focus on urban mobility and transportation as a specific
field of application, while encompassing a wider set of methods. Consequently, this systematic
literature review contributes to filling in this gap by providing a landscape overview of envisioning
and speculation methods used in the urban mobility domain. The landscape overview is guided using
the following research question—how extensively developed in terms of object and process-focus
are envisioning and speculative design methods used in the domain of urban mobility, and what are
general trends in their development over time? With the above aim in mind, this paper is structured as
following. Section two describes methodological framework and process of the systematic literature
review. Then, the following section three presents the results from the systematic literature review in
more detail. The fourth section presents the discussion of results, with implications for envisioning,
while the following fifth section concludes the paper.
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2. Analytical Framework, Materials, and Methods
2.1. Analytical Framework Based on Planning Knowledge Taxonomy
Developing an analytical framework for systematic review of planning methods at our disposal
requires us to assume what is in fact planning as future-oriented activity. The central assumption
here is that planning is a practice of knowing, i.e., knowing as something that planners do [39].
Such a premise requires understanding planning as a process of knowing and learning, where
knowledge and action are interlinked, as opposed to positioning them in a linear, causal relation. Thus,
knowledge is not instrumental in informing action, and practice of knowing requires us to understand
multiple forms of knowing. In particular, the interrelationship between multiple forms of knowing
includes at least a) knowing what (cognitive/theoretical knowledge), b) knowing how (skills/technical
knowledge), c) knowing to what end (moral choices), and d) doing (action/practice). Thus, practice of
knowing is a dynamic process, which exists in a particular moment and place, is both distributed and
collective, as well as mediated and contested [40]. Within this context, we recognize that knowledge is
embedded into our planning methods, which can contribute to more imaginative and holistic visions
of futures [17,41,42]. Following the dialectic between different forms of knowing, analysis of planning
methods would require identifying their capacity for supporting continuous learning of both “what”
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on technological aspects, be it those of existing technological developments or emerging technologies,
while assuming incremental or leapfrogging development. Moreover, dominantly technological
focus in the planning method would also include small-scale experimentation with emerging and
disruptive technologies, as well as explicit focus on multimodality mobility services. Regarding
the spatial focus, the object-focus range could also vary from the neighborhood level to regional or
national scale, while also having in mind a number of near-future and far-future states of the mobility
system. Besides the extended consideration of spatio-temporal scales, higher development along the
object-focus dimension would require that method explicitly accounts for a wider range of behavioral
aspects and societal norms, as well as policy and design programs. Furthermore, positioning the
method higher on the object-focus scale would also ask for methodological capacity to explicitly
account for mobility practices, meanings, and cultural values, as well as a higher degree of relation to
environmental components.
Process-Focus as a Synthesis Scale
As the second dimension, process-focus of the method relates to knowing how, as engaging a
variety of knowledge in a creative process [46,47]. The concept of speculative imagination has an
important role for defining the scale of process-focus dimension. Here, the premise is that the exercise
of imagination is a mental state, different from belief that is associated to a certain probability of events
possible to happen in the future [48]. Similar to belief, imagination is a representational state that
has intentionality, i.e., it is about and directed at some object or state of affairs. Thus, imaginings
have intentional content, but do not have to be true, as one can intentionally imagine what one could
commonly assume as false. Without the constitutive connection to truth, imagination becomes a
speculative, and often liberating, mental state. As essentially a constructive exercise [49] where we
exercise our cognitive capacity, we can distinguish a relation between imagination and creativity.
In particular, creative imagination is capacity to combine ideas in an unexpected and unconventional
manner [50]. Moreover, imagination in planning has been deemed to have political, audacious, creative,
and therapeutic qualities [51]. Inevitably, imagination has also been used as a concept to describe
the power play in shaping different dimensions of the urban complexity, such as imaginations of
spatial dynamics [52], imaginations of governance processes [53], imaginations of technologies [54],
and imaginations of communities [55,56].
In particular, there are three important aspects of imaginings variation, including (a) prompts
and voluntariness (i.e., process initiators and option of participation choice), (b) collaboration and
form (i.e., option of collective imagination and specific rules used during imagination process), and (c)
props (i.e., elements used during imagination process). Regarding the first set of aspects, process can
rely solely on a limited number of experts; including selected stakeholders or non-profit sector, all the
way to including general public. The usual expectation is if number and diversity of participants is
expanded, that contestation of desirable futures will increase, so in this case the procedural choices is
to what level can disagreement be made explicit. Related to the form aspects, procedural dimension
requires consideration of both qualitative and quantitative methods, allowing comparison as well
as collaborative speculation, transformation, and high level of process learning through systematic
approach and communication. Finally, a range of props can relate to experimentation, design
artifacts, immersion, or visualization, and storytelling that can be used in envisioning. In particular,
experimentation can include further aspects of provocation and political engagement, with a higher
emphasis on human experiences.
2.2. Systematic Review Process
Systematic review process has been following guidelines for systematic literature review in the
relevant fields [57,58]. The decision was to focus on English literature, under the assumption that
this is a dominant language for describing state-of-the-art planning methods worldwide. Moreover,
the search was open to include journal and conference papers, as well as book chapters, scientific
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reports, and doctoral theses, with the time frame spread from 1969 until 4th of April 2018. Since journal
papers from the field of design were limited, we decided to extend review also to highly renowned
conferences from the field of design and human computer interaction design (e.g., Conference on
Human Factors in Computing Systems). In general, the process has included four stages, namely
(1) identification, (2) screening, (3) eligibility check, and (4) qualitative synthesis (Figure 3). Initial
data collection started by identifying a set of references by using database search and through other
sources, such as local repositories. The initial search utilized the following keywords groups: (1) Travel,
transport, transportation, mobility, city; (2) imagination, visioning, utopia, creativity, alternative futures;
(3) 2025, 2030, 2050; (4) low-carbon, sustainability, resilience, connectivity, smart city. We excluded
words like weather, energy, pollution, food chain, airplane and rail transportation, cargo, and logistics.
After this step, any duplicate references were removed. This initial phase of identification has resulted
in a set of highly-cited and well-established future study methods, while also including speculative
design methods. In the second, screening stage, a snowballing procedure was used to increase the pool
of references [59], including both backward- and forward-snowballing [60]. In more detail, the first
backward-snowballing was done by indicating the future studies methods in a publication title. Then,
a forward-snowballing was applied by finding citations to a paper through the Google Scholar. In the
snowballing stage, traditional future study methods were complemented with speculative design
methods implemented at city planning and transportation development projects. While checking
the eligibility of the increased reference set (n=707), all the references were checked for eligibility,
by examining a paper’s title, abstract, and the text body, continuously evaluating the methods with
respect to object- and process-focus. At this stage, papers that do not include significant mobility or
transport component were removed, such as papers mainly focusing on land use planning. In addition,
papers dominantly using forecasting approach in their methodological setup have also been excluded,
and categories for clustering envisioning and speculation methods have been continuously re-examined.
The included final list of references (n=282) has then undergone a qualitative synthesis, using the
analytical framework defined above by two reviewers, with the final assessment done by an external
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3. Results
3.1. Overal Distribution of Groups and Trends

This systematic literature review recognized a total of 282 papers, divided into
five groups of unique methods. In the first group are the most numerous traditional
future studies methods, with 109 papers identified. Here, we additionally
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3. Results
3.1. Overal Distribution of Groups and Trends
This systematic literature review recognized a total of 282 papers, divided into five groups of
unique methods. In the first group are the most numerous traditional future studies methods, with 109
papers identified. Here, we additionally distinguish individually elaborated backcasting methods,
with 28 papers identified. The second is a group of methods associated with service design, such
as Products—Services—Transport Systems (PSTS), which excluded technological scenarios, with 79
papers in total. The third group is focused on participatory methods with 21 papers. Then, follows the
fourth group of speculative envisioning and design methods with rather higher object than process
focus, including a limited number of 38 papers identified. In the last, the fifth group is the lowest
number of scientific publications, with only seven publications on transportation-related utopias.
Figure 4 provides an overview of method subgroups placed on the two synthesis scales. Each method
is represented by a number of publications identified, and the year of the first publication identified,
e.g., (number/year). From this figure, one can conclude that the most numerous methods adopted are
with a low object and low process focus. The next section provides a brief description of methods,
Sustainability 2020, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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scenarios (11/2005); and (3) normative scenarios (65/2002): Preserving scenarios
(7/2012), transforming (18/2011), emission scenarios (9/2013), mitigation scenarios
(17/2008), and technological scenarios (14/2013). Traditional foresight methods
(20/2006) are placed in the low corner of the diagram with the lowest object and
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with the lowest object and process focus, and it is diametrically opposite to transportation utopias.
Foresight methods focus mainly on identifying plausible futures. Foresight envisions future transport
by adopting limited and primarily statistically significant factors of land use and travel patterns, using
various software applications, such as strategic model for integrated logistic evaluations (SMILE),
urban logistics models [61], and a systematic process of interconnected and iterative analysis [41,62].
Furthermore, foresight attempts to control future uncertainty and to challenge complexity with various
mathematical models and socio-economic scenarios. Furthermore, because of inheriting daily routines
and traditional social values, present urban problems, economic development [63], and disruptive
technology-driven approaches [64], foresight methods remain limited in their future visions.
Scenarios, as the typical future studies method, generally are concerned with three questions
“What will happen?, What can happen?, and How a specific point can be reached?” [65]. Scenarios
envision probable, possible, and preferable futures. The first question corresponds to predictive
scenarios (1/2015), which can preserve the past, and they are arduous to change the undesirable trends.
In this subgroup belong ‘What if scenarios’ (1/2015), which are associated with unpredictable external
events (e.g., floods), and decisions, such as new policies. Explorative scenarios (23/2000) respond to
the second question above, which authors associate with the external (12/2000) and strategic scenarios
(11/2005). Furthermore, explorative scenarios base their future predictions principally on statistically
significant factors of land use and travel patterns [66–69]. They relate to the development of external
factors by responding with a set of scenarios related to the long-time horizons and future developments.
External scenarios progress beyond the control of relevant factors, and they are used in the strategic
development, excluding policies, with the contrast to strategic scenarios, where policies are central.
Strategic scenarios base their visioning on current issues, such as investing more in transit or rail
transportation, and considering state rules versus local rules [70]. Combining with multi-criteria [70]
and qualitative methods such as Delphi and games, or hybrids of these [71,72], explorative scenarios
are opening the space for envisioning, although participation is mostly expert-based and often only in
the form of surveys [73].
The next subset of methods relates to the normative scenarios (65/2002), which are divided into
preserving, transforming, emissions, and mitigations scenarios. Preserving scenarios (7/2012) target
aims such as, how we can meet cost-efficacy; they examine the near future energy models, short-term
transportation issues, and they estimate energy consumption [74]. These methods base their predictions
on past years’ directions (e.g., 2010) in order to estimate futures for the target year (e.g., 2030 [73] or
2050 [75]). Furthermore, the transforming scenarios (18/2011) are developing newer paths in 25 to
50 years predictions. Transforming scenarios unlock the envisioning space by adopting backcasting,
which has the starting point in the future [76–78], and by adopting participatory planning, which in [79]
also include immigrants; focus groups [76], Delphi, and interviews [80,81]. Despite the expansion of
imaginative space in the form of human engagement and collaboration with stakeholders, there was
no experimentation, visualization, artifacts usage, or immersions identified. An exemplary exception
is [82], which aimed to make regional futures more tangible and concrete by synthesizing, downscaling,
and visualizing climate change scenarios.
Emission scenarios (9/2013) in this group examine greenhouse gas emissions, and envisioning
towards more alternative transport systems by reducing motorized travel [83], with utilizing electric
vehicles [84,85] and biofuel [86]. If emission scenarios are not focusing on policies, mitigation scenarios
(17/2008) perform that. They outline a systematic and logical framework on how to develop policies to
reach cleaner transportation [87]. Mitigation scenarios focus on reducing emission study policies, which
are also influencing the stabilization of CO2 concentration. These scenarios are more proactive than other
types by calling for immediate action, behavioral change, and alternative solutions [88]. For example,
these scenarios aim to reduce travelling and enable more efficient and cleaner transportation in
short-term visions [89]. They outline a systematic and logical framework on how to develop policies for
cleaner transportation [87] and low carbon society. Furthermore, to foster change, they utilize methods
like backcasting [90] and Delphi [91]. For example, [92] classifies this type of hybrid scenarios, because
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of combining qualitative and quantitative information, and responding to socio-cultural changes. Last
but not least, in this group of low object and process focus methods, there are also technological
scenarios. These scenarios embrace technological development of future transportation industry,
such as self-driving and connected vehicles [93], and study how these technological developments affect
transportation policies [94]. Furthermore, papers in this group are investigating transport planning for
these emerging technologies, including travel behavior and environmental consequences [95]. Despite
that, they are adopting the same principles for predicting future, as scenarios from previous groups,
such us estimating passenger vehicle energy-use and assessing the future vehicle fleet electrification.
These scenarios are closely connected to Products—Services—Transport Systems, which are placed
closer to participatory scenarios, as they are more process-oriented than any of the methods in
this group.
We placed backcasting (28/1990) on the intersection between low and high object focus methods.
The reason is in its potential to predict desirable futures and be able to break with current trends by
adopting utopias and participation, and in this way, explore alternative pathways and values. In 28
papers, backcasting was utilized to envision alternative transport systems, policymaking, and imagining
future images, and to envision radically different future transport solutions. However, traditional
backcasting is somewhat limited in being object focused with concentrating on energy or CO emission
reduction [96–99], instead of moving towards low-carbon society and behavioral change by involving
actors, stakeholders, and governmental institution [100].
Following is a group of methods jointly associated due to capability to affect a broader range
of behavioral changes: Products—Services—Transport Systems (PSTS) (17/2002), radical innovation
through the meaning (5/2009), games (13/20011), Delphi (12/2002), stakeholders participation scenarios
(9/2011), human-centric approach (5/2013), and citizens’ participation (18/1999). This group of methods
has broad object-focus, with environmental concerns utilized through meanings, and cultural values
provoking behavioral changes and transformation of current transport policies. Here, alongside [65]
scenario division, we utilize [63] three generations scenarios classification. This classification comprises
(1) experts’ scenarios, which support exclusively expert knowledge for future forecasting; (2) hybrid
scenarios, which include politicians and local government in their preparations; and (3) participatory
scenarios which, with formal and intuitive methods, involve non-profit sector to enable inclusive
dialogue, new forms of dialogue with people, and business within different policy levels [63].
PSTS (17/2002) are strongly interconnected with technological scenarios elaborated above,
by utilizing developments in vehicle technology and smart mobility in their novel business models (e.g.,
Mobility as a Service). PSTS act in the present towards preferable futures by developing systems-oriented
service innovations. They examine transportation systems more holistically [101]. Secondly, for their
developments, they utilize radical innovation by employing meaning and games to influence individual
passenger behavior change while driving, which can lead to changed vehicle ownership and sharing
practices. PSTS propose new business plans for service providers and passengers. Thirdly, we identified
PSTS’s connection with experts’ participation through Delphi and stakeholders’ participation via
stakeholders’ participation scenarios and this way, an extension towards the human-centric approach.
Recently, these methods moved from more passive participation towards citizens’ participation, which
was possible with the development of disruptive technologies. PSTS command a ‘higher-order’
learning amongst stakeholders; novel infrastructure and institutional practices; innovative vehicle
design, manufacture, and end-of-life management; new forms of vehicle ownership; and novelties
in producer-user interactions. PSTS are a relevant example of high object-focus methods as they
acknowledge a higher impact on the environment than the traditional business decision-making.
Furthermore, technological solutions that are focusing on customers’ needs [102,103] enable a system of
diverse shared mobility possibilities, offering alternative transitions pathways towards more sustainable
systems [104]. Furthermore, papers applying radical innovation via meaning (4/2009) permit a new
understanding of products through aesthetic reflection and developing innovation practices [105].
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As an example, we identified the development of a new electric mobility solution under the constraints
of sustainability-related targets [106,107].
Next, games (13/20011) use unconventional nature of problem-solving and decision-making
focus on an individual’s behavior thought motivation. Small-scale studies that employ games,
empower an understanding of complex social—technological systems performances, managing
personal mobility, and individual behavior change in the automotive domain. Due to their capability
for stirring sustainable motivation and strong commitment [108,109], games also promote sustainable
urban mobility [110,111]. Moreover, Delphi (11/2002) is used as a constructor of future experts’
scenarios, basing its predictions on differences and similarities in experts’ knowledge collected via
surveys [112–116]. Some cases engage stakeholders in predicting the future [112,114,117]. On the
one hand, Delphi, similarly as scenarios, is set into everyday routines and undertakes issues related
to the local government, policy, market [112], and customer preferences [117]. Furthermore, Delphi
sets its actions in the long-distance futures of the year (e.g., 2050 [118]) and endeavors the most
probable [117,119] desirable [117], and preferable futures [120]. Despite some limitations, [113] claim
that Delphi creates futures, rather than predict them; therefore, this is the valuable method when
dealing with intense and uncertain changes over an extended period.
The next method in this group is stakeholders’ participation scenarios (9/2011), which combine
traditional approaches, such us focus groups and scenario planning methodology. It is characteristic
for this method that it is opening and provoking up-to-date discourses, and consequently enabling a
plurality of different possible futures. [121] states that the stakeholders, researchers, and decision-makers,
industry, policymaking, and social science actors’ engagement in scenarios can increase communication
between them. However, some researchers note that users have limited knowledge on predicting the
consequences of their and governmental actions’ in plausible future developments [122,123]. In contrast,
in the human-centric approach (5/2013), the passenger is at the center of future solutions [124]. The user
is engaged in the participatory and co-design processes through transport diaries, future fictions,
and exploratory design workshop acknowledging individuals’ needs, experiences, human senses,
desires, and values, which are established as apriority for transport services. Hereabouts, passengers’
requirements, desires, and values are employed to improve the functionalities of existing transport
services [124]. For instance, [125] users participatory and co-design methods, such us transport diary,
were adopted to record individual passenger’s experiences and needs when developing a carrier bike.
Furthermore, [126] utilized participatory tools, for example, future fictions and exploratory design
workshop, to evaluate drivers’ integration with the car, and to study human senses, such us comfort,
control, sensation, and human-like auditory-verbal communication.
The last notable group of methods in this group is the citizens’ collective action methods
(18/1999), where institutional and governmental transport service providers act as supporters, rather
than the primary providers. For example, when the local communities provide infrastructure for
collaboration and consumption of shared transportation [123]. This group focuses on co-design,
co-creation, co-production, and citizens’ participation, expertise, and speculative inquiry, where
participatory partnership spread from partnership towards delegated power. [127] paper is the first,
which significantly indicates a clear emphasis on consulting the public. The next significant move
towards recognizing the value of public knowledge co-creation and experiences is their connection
with living labs, which enable innovation towards future sustainable growth and transformation [128].
Unfortunately, according to [129,130], this field continues to be unexplored. Furthermore, disruptive
technologies, such us the Internet of Things and social media, enabled people to connect with similarly
minded individuals around the world, to question dissatisfying top-down models of governing,
and facilitate new forms of bottom-up democracy [131]. [131] states the importance of re-democratization
and citizens’ engagement directing towards alternative transport policy, and re-establishing of current
democratic practices in transport planning. [123] report on ”planning for sharing”, which provide a
base for citizens to advertise and share infrastructure for collaborative consumption. [131] introduces
explorations of citizens’ capabilities to influence political decisions on transport investment priorities,
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specifically their opposition and mobilization of action through the spaces of connection, which allow
the formation of politically new transport planning paradigms. Finally, a significant transformation
is enabled with the introduction of public envisioned participation in artistic and technological
experimentation, speculative design, and Do-It-Yourself (DIY) concepts [132].
Recent research builds on a diverse knowledge exchange with a participatory approach, including,
for example, pluralistic backcasting [133,134], dynamic participatory process [135], and experimental
design methodologies, to create images of more concrete and comprehensible futures [136]. Thus,
the third group of methods, including participatory backcasting (4/2012), participatory foresight
(3/2017), and participatory scenarios (14/1996), has been located on the right side of the diagram,
as they are high object focused, and they are low on the process side. Participatory backcasting,
participatory foresight, and participatory scenarios continue the tradition of future study methods
with the rigorous implementation of normative scenarios, Delphi, backcasting, foresight, and horizon
scanning techniques, but also surveys and semi-structured interviews to predict the desirable future in
30 to 40 years [137]. For example, [138] implemented normative scenario elements, which had been
integrated into explorative, normative, and backcasting scenarios to achieve far-reaching greenhouse
gas reduction targets in the year 2060. Furthermore, [139] states that participatory backcasting (4/2012)
has to be controlled, transparent, and performed responsibly and truthfully with stakeholders. On the
contrary, [140] state that participatory foresight (3/2017) is an analytical tool enabling the developing
of alternative futures in science, technology, and socio-economic systems by connecting visions of
different stakeholders’ groups, which can contribute to different decision-making processes in various
levels. [141] in the participatory scenarios (14/1996) employed a series of future visioning workshops
and visualizations focused on visual techniques for designing radical future concepts and sustainable
urban living. Despite researcher’s non-deniable progress towards embracing alternative and fiction
approaches, these participatory scenarios are yet acting and predicting for long distant futures (e.g., 2040
to 2050) [142,143]. Finally, [144] claim that participatory approaches utilize visionary implementations
and collective visioning with participants to enable empowerment, building ownership and positive
visions as an essential stimulus for change [144].
This group also includes visioning (8/1999), envisioning (3/2015), storylines (1/2015), storytelling
(2/2013), wild cards (2/2003), and weak signals (2/2011). The subgroup is on the one hand associated
with the traditional study methods, and on the other well-known for imaginations of communities,
collaboration, and form with participation not only experts, but also stakeholders and general
public. Visioning (8/1999) has higher emphasis on object-focus than the process-focus. To illustrate,
in its participation activities traditional methods, like focus groups, surveys [145], and in-depth
interviews [146,147], are still widespread. Recently, "community visioning" to describe pictures from
the future had been utilized [146,148], involving citizens to develop state transportation plan, which was
before traditionally in the domain of government and transportation professionals. Other examples of
such alternative visions are walking and cycling urban transport systems for the year 2030, informed by
’utopian thinking’ [149] and visions for users’ behavioral changes towards electric vehicles [2,150]. [151]
claims that visioning exercises enable illustrating possible transition paths towards sustainability
with concerns that experiences are seen solely as enthusiastic experimentation. Envisioning (3/2005)
made a step further in imagining the future through the participation of people with a comprehensive
set of knowledge by adopting design tools in the transformation process of producing new future
visions of sustainable urban transformations to promote social dialogue and innovation [152]. Even
if envisioning is associated with traditional future study methods of scenario planning and system
dynamics modeling, the more recent literature [153] includes prompting of disruptive forces for
enabling speculation, projection, and negotiation in the process of co-designing desirable futures. Wild
cards (2/2003) and weak signals (2/2011) are other minor clusters of methods, which mission is that wild
cards discontinue and agitate trends, as weak signals (e.g., mass transport attacks [154]) can influence
the big picture [155]. Wild cards can have high impact, but a low possibility that they will happen,
although they have to be considered to be possible [155]. Furthermore, storytelling (2/2014) utilizes a
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mixture of methods, for example, [156] applying actor-network theory and critical planning theory on
one hand, and systems thinking and utopias on other, when implementing urban technologies. [150]
analyses the role of frames and narratives in constructing stories of the future through two cases of
electric vehicles and car clubs. Similarly, storylines (1/2015), which base on future scenarios, adopt a
mixture of quantitative and qualitative methods, such us stakeholders’ workshops, interviews, and
participatory methods; then, prompts in the form of video scenarios [152] visual symbols and native
stories to imagine future images, and to advocate drivers for change towards sustainable mobility
alternatives [157].
The fourth group of methods is the typical representation of methods with a high level of
process focus, imagination, and high speculation provoking ‘political’ debates in transportation
encountering speculative design methods (4/2016), design fiction (7/2009), science fiction (6/2013),
concepts (1/2012), and experimentation (2/2016). Methods in this group are in moderate numbers and
are utilized in the urban transportation domain more recently. Adopting these methods, researchers
are questioning current transportation and mobility paradigms in fast-developing cities focusing
on citizens’ welfare, well-being, sustainability, and current mobility practices. Methods search for
answers through an experiential science and practice learning approach [158]. Speculative design
discipline is the management of speculation informed by the use of technology, aesthetics, behavior,
interaction, and function of the designed artifact [19,159]. Speculative design (4/2016) describes how a
combination of up-to-date extrapolations of emerging technologies and innovative practices employed
in film, literature, ecology, comedy, and psychology can be used to develop and present plausible
futures [159]. These medias prototype and conceptualize possible futures by creating imaginative
projections of alternative futures using design images and objects [160]. For example, [161] investigate
the consequences of self-driving vehicles utilizing three long-term scenarios. [141] moved away from
the current trajectories of future development to develop alternative urban futures with co-creating
scenarios and future visions workshops. Furthermore, experimentation (2/2016) utilizes via prompts
in the form of virtual experiments, the design visioning, and the design research [153]. [153] city
transformation study engaged the following voluntariness: Environmental researchers, students,
and professional designers to stimulate rapid innovation, enable participatory visioning, and strong
communal ownership. Differently, [151] adopted experimentation and visioning, which resulted
in tangible and measurable outcomes. [151] claims that visioning exercises enable exemplifying of
possible transition paths in the direction of more sustainable solutions; unfortunately, these experiences
are referred only as enthusiastic experimentation.
The next method is the design fiction (7/2009), which critique preferable futures through speculative
and provocative scenarios narrated with design artifacts [19]. Design fiction is an intersection of design
and storytelling, and “a conflation of design, science fact, and science fiction” [162]. To speculate about the
futures that are yet to come [163] and creating fictional world researcher utilizes imaginary objects [164],
appropriating technology (interactive dimensions) [165], art (speculative dimensions), and science
fiction (narrative dimensions) [166]. In some cases, design fiction deals with the imagination and
materialization of possible futures in the form of utopias, dystopias, and experiments [163]. However,
the value of design fiction is in the introduction of advanced design, anticipation, and related process
to the broader community, and not only to the experts. In this way, the design projects are open for
discursive fictional space, which enables exploring, sharing, imagining, and projecting participants
into alternative options towards possible and preferable futures. This bottom-up approach allows
perspectives different from subjective and preferred ones, which are usually advocated by top-down
power [166]. Finally, the last method in this group is science fiction (SF) (6/2013), which encounters the
different roles for developing future transport scenarios. According to [167], SF does not anticipate, but
actively shapes technological futures through collective imagination. [168] identified the relationship
between the real world of science and technology, and innovation, SF, and speculative fiction as
a process, which enables transformation. [169] recognized the role of SF in creating prototypes of
imaginative futures and exploring possibilities for future utopias and dystopias, as seeds of prototypical
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stories that can be planted in distant futures. [170] explored Interactive Science Fiction Prototyping as a
tool for imagining, exploring, and exploiting future technologies, science, and environments in virtual
worlds to look into future transport scenarios. Finally, [171] compared future studies, storyboards, and
SF possibilities to challenge communication about future transport systems.
The last group of methods consists of transport utopias (7/2007) only, which are highly-object and
process-focused, and completely opposite from existing trend extrapolation forecasting methods [24].
Combined with design fiction, [163] define utopia as “an ideal community or an imaginary society or
place that contains highly desirable or perfect qualities”. Furthermore, according to [24], utopia is a type
of scenario, a static image or dynamic process, constructed in the present day of the future. It is a
tool, which reflects on a current state of transportation, contrasts the current transport models, and
provides longer-term visions than forecasting [24]. The opposite of a utopia is dystopia (ibid), which is
nonexistent in the transport. It is set in a speculative future and can make us uncomfortable and give
us a feeling of misplaced space [163]. Dystopia(s) comprehend a direct or indirect critique of current
society [163]. Papers in this group propose radical utopian transport models, targeting a break from
the current car dependency system [171–173]. To demonstrate, [24] proposes four possible transport
utopian scenarios: Fast-high mobility, high but slow mobility, low mobility, and hybrid mobility,
which are based on the current transport modes and introduce diverse mobility utopias. These models
are based on fundamentally different forms of political systems, national geographical organizations,
international borders, egalitarian principles of lifestyles, and radically different orders. [174] introduced
’digital panopticon’ utopia, a worldwide global future forecast of transportation and mobility, with a
long-lasting future envisioning. These utopian scenarios consider the entire global system, including
satellite tracking, video surveillance, data mining software, biometric security, Google’s vehicles,
automated software systems for allocating road space and tracking individuals’ carbon allowance [174].
Specific utopian scenarios outline the transformation of the person, too. These extreme future scenarios
can be withdrawn if transformation moves over the tipping point of the ’digital panopticon’. Finally,
the last two decades indicated the decrease of socially related utopian thinking [24]. Even more,
the author states that utopian thinking is almost non-existent in transport planning, and that there is a
need to investigate these forms outside of transport planning.
4. Discussion
The review has identified several significant trends in the overall landscape of futures methods
used in mobility studies. First, recent years see a rise in the number of socio-technical factors taken
into consideration in the conventional scenario methodologies [95]. Second, recent years also see a
higher sensitivity towards the use of alternative and utopian methods than before [175]. However,
the use of non-traditional future study methods is still on the outskirts. Overall, concerning the axes in
Figure 4, there seems to be a trend of methods expanding upon object or process-focus, while there
are rarely methods that account for both of these dimensions. Thus, the landscape seems to be quite
crowded in the low object and process area, while still having quite significant gaps in methods with
high object and process-focus. Going back to the analytical framework used for review, knowing what
and knowing how should be reflected upon to the other two forms of knowing—knowing to what
end and doing. The third and fourth knowledge forms of moral choices and action imply that the
choice of methods needs to be reflected through the lens of social justice, and democracy concerning
public deliberation required for planning activities. Consequently, the question is—does the landscape
of our current methods include the capacity to create spaces for shared discussion, reflection, and
formation of alternative futures [9] and unpacking the complexity of uncertainty [1–3], while also being
allowing spaces for agonistic contestation and conflicting opinions through radical and experimental
approaches [20]? The short answer would be—no.
Dealing with an increased uncertainty and complexity in urban and transport planning,
while considering numerous sustainability issues, requires methods which embrace disruptive
technologies and expand decision-making process while taking into account mobility cultures, practices,
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and meanings. One important aspect we would underline as missing is a stronger emphasis on complex
entanglement between human and natural systems [176] in steering urban mobility transition. In fact,
implemented methods too often talk about socio-technical systems, limiting the object-focus boundary.
In addition, following the logic of PSTS, methods should also consider innovative steering mechanism
in the form of mobility business models. Saying this, PSTS might not be the representative example of
distributive justice, neither for service providers nor for passengers. As evident from the methodological
landscape, we lack implementation of high-process and high-object focus methods, such as those
combining the capacity of scenarios to systematize uncertainties and reduce decision-framing bias [64]
with those with those liberating thinking aspects of speculative design [19]. Creative process-focused
methods [46,47], which embrace imagination and speculation, are currently in the minority, usually
covering a small geographic scale. However, with speculation, they can bring fresh and unexpected
views, and enable diversion from certain probability of events, providing a unique view on mobility
matters. In the future, these approaches can be extrapolated outside predominantly small-scale design
domain when paired with object-focused methods used in the larger scale of the mobility domain.
In particular, speculative design methods can contribute with the embracing of citizen activism and
unlocking of political space, primarily through the use of design artifacts and co-design principles that
can highlight the doing form of knowledge [19]. Furthermore, we have to recognize that more policy
experimentation-focused approach also has challenges [151], especially since politicians do not generally
want to be associated with a failed experiment. While developing more experimentation-focused
approaches, we should move beyond traditional artifacts used, such as illustrations or videos. These
artifacts fail to immerse the participants in the envisioned future, failing to create reflective engagement
about experiences and resulting consequences. Besides, the use of personas common in design studies
can potentially enrich envisioning methods [177] with a capacity for understanding distributive effects,
and explicitly taking into account natural systems as a key stakeholder.
Another vital lesson from the comparative analysis is that development of envisioning methods
should include stronger value focus, such as the one used in utopias, with examples of freedom
or fairness [24]. The question of transparency about the values we want to protect when moving
into futures space is also a question of what values we might want to speculate of leaving behind
(e.g., heteronormative patriarchy, obsessive technological efficiency, and human as consumer in the
market). Here, the concept of everyday, as developed in philosophical aesthetics [178] can be a
useful stepping-stone for further development of envisioning approaches that can bring about better
anticipation of consequences on less measurable aspects, such as meanings and values. In addition,
development of future studies methods in urban mobility will have to acknowledge their essential
relationship to storytelling, rhetoric, and metaphors developing deeper meanings of (un)desirable
futures. Here, we can draw from well-developed future studies methods that rely on explicit account
of metaphors and narratives [179–181], which can be combined with in-depth studies of narratives and
imaginaries around urban mobility technologies [182,183].
Indeed, the use and development of high-process and high-object focused methods will face severe
challenges of transdisciplinary approaches, such as interpretative and procedural ones. Besides, such
methodological development will face questions about accuracy and validity, such as those related to
replication [184]. Nonetheless, further mainstreaming of future studies methods in the domain of urban
mobility will have to provide a more explicit formalization of methodological components. In contrast
with decision-support systems literature [185], many of the implemented methodologies lack detailed
descriptions or visualizations of steps and relations between those steps, thus requiring from the
reader additional interpretation in order for the methodology to be applied elsewhere. If researchers
see such issues through the lens of long-term organizational learning in multi-actor and dynamic
social processes of planning practice [186], they would have to start with developing empathy for
the practitioners [187]. If the advanced methods are to be used in practice and for acting in the times
of climate crisis, their operationalization will require in-depth understanding of complex everyday
realities of those who should use these methods in practice, often facing lack of resources or time.
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Finally, an obvious next research direction in the domain of urban mobility futures methods is clustering
and relational analysis using bibliometric data, aiming to establish further categorization (e.g., research
location, institution, journal, etc.). Following established methodologies for such analysis [188] such a
study could provide additional interpretation for associated trends in this study.
5. Conclusions
This systematic literature review attempts to investigate and map out the landscape of envisioning
and speculative design methods used for planning of more sustainable and human-centered mobility
futures. The review examines the range of envisioning future methods used in urban mobility while
attempting to extend these frontiers with speculative design methods. For landscape assessment,
the review utilizes planning knowledge taxonomy framework for systematic review clustering,
including knowing how, knowing what, knowing to what end, and doing. Results show several trends,
first in the form of rising socio-technological factors expanding the conventional scenarios. Second,
there are diverse applications of experimental, speculative, and utopian methods, although still in
modest numbers. The third overall conclusion indicates a lack of methods that consider the high object
and process focus at the same time. Finally, identified methods, unfortunately, do not often result in a
higher focus on social justice or democracy, taking into account a broader aspect of actors, including
the wider public. The result is a lack of shared discussion, reflection, and alternative formation spaces
that can unpack complexity and uncertainty with radical and experimental ways of doing. Therefore,
in the future, methodological development requires considering qualitative and quantitative methods
allowing systematic comparison, deliberative and collective imagination, speculation, transformation,
as well as the high level of process learning.
This study has certain limitations, as it did not examine in detail the context of specific methods’
implementation or usage. Furthermore, the study did not examine in-depth whether the method
was applied individually or in a group with other methods and how this could affect the final
implementation, as some of the methods were implemented in combination with other methods,
which was more common for methods with a lower level of imagination. Furthermore, the planning
landscape is continuously changing, and it is daily affected by emerging technologies, which in this
study were not explicitly and deeply examined or classified. Here, we would like to conclude that for
urban mobility planners, the future of mobility planning can be a field of uncertainty, but can also be a
field of liberty and ultimately, the field of power. Nevertheless, as human beings in the age of climate
crisis, we are entitled to reclaim futures as plannable space shaped through collective human action,
allowing us to advocate for broader and sustainable future horizons.
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